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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the researcher presented the conclusion and suggestion from 

the result of the research in order to make the readers more understand about 

students’ perceptions on the utilization of cake application for vocabulary mastery. 

5.1. Conclusion 

Based on the data that has found, it can conclude that most of the students 

are strongly agree that Cake application give good impact to the students. The data 

presents that give lot their possitive perceptions to Cake Application. Researcher 

found several finding after doing a research. The finding are cake app is a helpful 

application, cake app is a useful application, cake app has interesting feature, cake 

app is easy to use, and cake app is a free application. These finding are collected 

into possitive perceptions. Also, researcher find the negative perception in this 

research. It found that students felt if cake application has challenging to them. The 

students share they felt hard in using microphone and having limit streaks or heart 

in using cake application. 

5.2 Suggestion 

Based on the research finding, the researcher tries to give some suggestions 

after finishing this study. The suggestions are listed below.  

a. Cake application is useful and helpful students in learning English. Including 

this media in teaching and learning activities, it is hoped that students can be 

easy and exciting to learn English.  

b. Cake application ccould be create a more comfortable classroom atmosphere 

because it also has interesting content. It can attract students' attention to learn 

more actively in class and become an alternative to learning, especially 

vocabulary.  

c. Hopefully this research will be valuable to future researchers as a reference for 

researching students’ perceptions on the utilization of Cake Application
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for Vocabulary Mastery and developing research on Student’ perceptions in 

order to provide new results in research. The researcher also hopes that future 

researchers will hunt for the most newest references on the usage of Cake 

Application in English classrooms so that they may receive the most actual 

information on the research’s title. 

 

 


